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ABSTRACT

Wearable devices communicate among themselves, but they also need to communicate with remote entities through the Internet in order to share information. Given the sensitivity of the information handled, authentication is needed to allow data access only to authorized parties. However, the existing authentication solutions for wearable devices are limited to scenarios where direct communication between the authenticating parties is possible. With this in mind, we propose an authentication protocol that enables secure mutual end-to-end authentication between a wearable device and any other entity such as another wearable device, a personal device (mobile phone), a remote server, or a user's application. Our design uses a point-to-point authentication protocol (end-to-end authentication) regardless of whether other intermediate devices are trusted or not. Finally, we present a security evaluation of the proposed authentication protocol.

INTRODUCTION

According to various studies, the number of wearable devices is expected to continue to grow in the near future. For example, ABI research [1] estimates the global market for wearable devices in health and fitness could reach 170 million devices by 2017. These wearable devices can hold a lot of useful information about their users. Such information includes blood pressure, heart rate, activity tracking, and tastes that can be used for several purposes including health, fitness, recommendations, and so on. However, this information is of little use if wearable devices lack the ability to exchange it with other devices or services. Due to wearable devices' limited range of connectivity, the use of other personal devices as intermediaries to share this information over longer distances must be possible.

Similarly, because of the sensitive information (e.g., medical records or pacemaker configurations) wearable devices may handle, it is essential that such information be protected from unauthorized access or modification. For example, consider a pacemaker updating the actual patient's information, the pacemaker has to make sure that it is really communicating with the hospital (hospital authentication) to prevent information leaks. In the same way, before updating the patient's information, the medical system has to make sure that the information is really coming from the patient's pacemaker (pacemaker authentication) to ensure that the patient's medical information is also correctly updated. Furthermore, if, after receiving the updated patient's information, the medical service would like to change the patient's pacemaker's configuration, again, mutual authentication is necessary to protect the patient's health. The medical service would have to check the identity of the pacemaker to know that it is updating the configuration of the right device. The pacemaker would also need to check the identity of the medical service to verify that the new configuration is coming from a trusted source. Therefore, it is necessary that a secure authentication service be associated with any wearable device holding sensitive information.

At present, a few solutions exist that address the problem of a secure authentication service for wearable devices, but they are more concerned about authenticating the user holding the wearable device than the device itself and are limited to scenarios where direct communication between the authenticating parties is possible. Some of them, such as [2], are only oriented to the authentication among wearable devices in the same body area network (BAN), while others, such as [3], consider a bigger scenario where a wearable device needs to also communicate with a remote entity. However, in the latter case, end-to-end authentication between the wearable device and the remote entity is not provided. First, the wearable device authenticates itself with an intermediate device (e.g., a mobile phone) in its BAN that collects the wearable's information; afterward, the intermediate device authenticates itself with the remote entity to send the information collected from the wearable. From our point of view, this approach is not robust enough: wearable devices are not really authenticating against a remote entity, but only to an intermediate device; and the whole process of communication could be compromised in the case of an unreliable intermediate device. We want to go a step beyond, and have an autonomous and independent wearable
device that can authenticate end-to-end with a remote entity by itself.

Regarding this concern, other well-known protocols that provide end-to-end authentication (among other security services), such as TLS, are not an option due to the wearable’s lack of the necessary resources to both implement a TCP/IP stack and manage their overhead. Nor are other Transport Layer Security (TLS)-based alternatives, such as EAP-TLS for smartcards [4], since they are based on the assumption that the smartcard performs the authentication in conjunction with a Smartcard Interface Entity that does have the necessary resources.

With the aforementioned limitations of current solutions, in this article, we propose an authentication protocol that can perform secure mutual end-to-end authentication between a wearable device and any other system such as another wearable device, an external personal device, an authentication server, or a user’s application with which it needs to communicate. Our design is based on a point-to-point protocol where the wearable device is authenticated directly against the other final entity regardless of whether the communication is direct or through other some intermediate (trusted or not) devices (e.g., the user mobile phone) used for forwarding purposes because of the wearable devices’ lack of long-range connectivity. Furthermore, although our protocol is initially focused on authentication, it could easily be extended to also include the exchange of a session key that allows the establishment of a secure channel to protect the data in transit.

One of the main objectives of this work is to design a solution that is as independent as possible while leveraging standard and secure technologies, also taking into consideration the device size to make our solution viable for wearable devices: wristband, rings, pacemakers, and so on. With this in mind, we propose the use of a smart card (based on Java Card Technology [5]) within the wearable device in order to make it self-authenticable and provide it with near field communication (NFC) [6] connectivity.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We briefly present an overview of the technologies used in this article. We describe our proposed authentication protocol, including its architecture and the authentication methods used. The security of our proposal is analyzed. Finally, we conclude the work presented in this article.

RELATED WORK AND TECHNOLOGIES
In this section we describe the most important technologies used in our proposed authentication protocol.

WEARABLE DEVICES
The idea behind wearable devices is to add technology in everyday life, helping to improve human’s day-to-day activities. A few examples of areas where wearable devices are increasingly being deployed and have demonstrated satisfactory results include health, sports, entertainment, and the textile industry.

Early wearable devices were limited in storage capacity and were generally standalone devices. Over the years, they have matured into advanced and useful interoperable wearable devices that support short-range connectivity using standardized protocols such as Bluetooth and NFC. An overview of different wearable devices and their applications is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Recent research efforts have focused on improving the connectivity range of wearable devices using more powerful personal devices (e.g., mobile phones or tablets) as intermediate devices. However, this new communication method also opens up new security challenges that should be addressed, which involve protecting wearable devices from both malicious intermediate devices and unauthorized access attempts from other entities residing on the Internet.

NEAR FIELD COMMUNICATION
Near field communication [6] is a technology that is currently integrated in many mobile devices that try to simplify life’s common tasks such as making transactions, exchanging digital content, or connecting electronic devices. NFC’s market penetration is expanding each year, and it is expected that by this year half a billion people worldwide will use it in conjunction with their mobile devices as travel tickets on metros, subways, and buses [7].

NFC operates in the radio frequency of 13.56 MHz with data transmission rates ranging from 106 to 424 kb/s.

SMART CARDS
Smart cards are hardware devices used to protect sensitive operations such as electronic payments and access control. They can store sensitive information securely and have cryptographic capabilities.
Smart card characteristics, ranging from physical characteristics to commands to interact with cards, are described in the International Organization for Standards/International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) 7816 standard series. Security and commands for information interchange are defined in ISO/IEC 7816-4 [8].

Traditionally, the use of smart cards has been strictly attached to a terminal. Both the terminal and the smart card were involved in the authentication process, working together as a split-suppliant [4]. However, more recent works [9] have proposed using a smart card in an autonomous way (standalone supplicant) where the card is able to take part in the authentication process by itself. This new functionality is based on the Java Card technology, which allows Java-based applications to be run on smart cards, and its autonomy can only be achieved if the smart card has connectivity.

### POINT-TO-POINT PROTOCOL

Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) [10] is a data link protocol used to establish a direct connection between two nodes. It provides a variety of services (e.g., encapsulating multiprotocol datagrams) once connectivity is achieved.

PPP allows Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) packets to be transported over the ISO 7816 protocol by mapping the PPP header to commands proposed in ISO/IEC 7816-4.

### EXTENSIBLE AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL

The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [11] is an authentication framework, and is not a specific authentication mechanism. It provides some common functions and negotiation options of authentication methods called EAP methods. Some of these methods are based on the use of regular passwords (EAP-MD5), the use of one-time passwords (EAP-OTP), or the use of certificates (EAP-TLS). Besides, EAP can be extended with new authentication mechanisms.

### IMPRINTING

The imprinting mechanism was defined in [12]. This mechanism attempts to solve the problem of establishing trust between two devices. It is based on the duckling imprinting phase, that is, the process by which a newborn duck establishes a pattern of recognition for its parents. Imprinting consists of a secure association established when devices are going to be deployed. During this phase both devices share something that allows identification between these devices in the future.

### Table 1. Security level — authentication control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Level</th>
<th>Remote authentication</th>
<th>Intermediate authentication</th>
<th>Holder authentication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PROPOSED AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL

As mentioned previously, the new connectivity capabilities for wearable devices using short-range communication protocols, such as NFC, and the need to increase their communication range to allow Internet connectivity using other personal devices as intermediate devices opens up new security challenges. These intermediate devices may be malicious and try to intercept or modify the information in transit during wearable devices' communications. Once connected to the Internet, the wearable device could become a target for attacks attempting to access or modify the data it holds.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we have proposed a new authentication protocol for wearable devices. The main functionalities of this protocol include:

- A secure protocol for the mutual authentication of wearable devices and any other network element such as another wearable device, a user's application, or a remote server. This protocol can work directly over a short-range connection or use other intermediate devices (trusted or untrusted) for Internet access.
- A secure imprinting mechanism that allows the wearable device to differentiate between trusted and untrusted intermediate devices.
- Storage of different authentication credentials (password, certificates, etc.) within the wearable device. This also opens up the opportunity to use the holder’s biometric data obtained by the wearable device itself as a source of authentication.
- Inclusion of cryptographic and logical capabilities within the wearable device, allowing it to make decisions according to the sensitivity of information handled by the wearable device.

In the rest of this section we first analyze the functional and non-functional requirements, and justify the design of the wearable device used. Then we present several application scenarios of our proposed authentication protocol according to the sensitivity level of the information being handled by the wearable device. Finally, the proposed system architecture is presented, followed by a description of the authentication methods available in our proposed protocol.

### WEARABLE DEVICE REQUIREMENTS AND PROPOSED DESIGN JUSTIFICATION

Several requirements arise for wearable devices in order to solve the challenges raised by the ability to securely exchange information with other devices or services:

1. The first requirement is the limited size of a wearable device. The proposed solution should fit inside a wearable device of any kind using existing technologies.
2. The second requirement arises from the necessity of providing the wearable device with strong authentication capabilities. In order to do so, the wearable device should have the capability to perform cryptographic and logic operations.
3. The third requirement has to do with credentials used to perform the authentication as further described below. The wearable device should have storage capabilities.
4. Finally, the fourth requirement is Internet connectivity. Since a direct connection with the Internet is not possible due to the limited capabilities of a wearable device, we need to use a short-range communication technology that allow the wearable device to use other devices in its communication range as intermediate devices to enable Internet access. The objective of our solution is to design a protocol as device-independent as possible while exploiting already proven standards that enable its security and interoperability. With this in mind, we propose to include a Java Card based on smart card technology within the wearable device to satisfy requirements 2 (cryptographic and logic capabilities) and 3 (storage capability), as well as requirement 1 (size limit) due to the small size of smart cards. To satisfy requirement 4 (connectivity) and considering the size limit requirement, we have included NFC capabilities within the wearable device. One of the motivations for using NFC instead of other alternatives such as RFID [13] is its resilience against man-in-the-middle attacks.

During the rest of this article we call this device WD-NFC-JCard; wearable device with NFC and Java Card capabilities.

APPLICATION SCENARIOS

Before describing our proposed protocol, we present three different application scenarios according to the sensitivity of information handled by the wearable device. These scenarios are based on Fig. 2, where a WD-NFC-JCard wants to authenticate itself to a remote server using a mobile phone as an intermediate device.

Below, we describe different modes of operation that our proposed architecture provides (a summary is provided in Table 1):

1. Low security level: The information the WD-NFC-JCard holds is unclassified. In this scenario, we can use an untrusted intermediate device (no authentication between the wearable device and the mobile phone is required), and we only perform mutual authentication with the remote server. It is worth noting that even if the intermediate device is not trusted, end-to-end authentication can still be performed in a secure way.

2. Intermediate security level: The information the WD-NFC-JCard holds is unclassified. In this scenario we limit the use of intermediate devices to only trusted ones in order to provide an additional level of protection to the information. Therefore, prior to performing the mutual authentication with the remote server, it is necessary to perform a secure pairing (mutual authentication) with the intermediate device.

3. High security level: The information the WD-NFC-JCard holds is a highly classified security level. In this case, before applying the mechanisms (secure pairing and mutual authentication) described in the previous scenario, a PIN input from the holder of the wearable device is required. Due to the fact that some wearable devices do not have a keyboard, a biometric token is also acceptable.

ARCHITECTURE

As mentioned before, when a wearable device needs to communicate with a remote server over the Internet, it uses an intermediate device that is within its communication range. To do so, a communication channel should be established between the wearable device and the intermediate device using the NFC protocol. Once this channel has been established, the intermediate device is responsible for opening the communication channel between itself and the remote server, forwarding the packets in both directions between the wearable device and the remote server, as shown in Figure 2.

This communication method is based on a standalone supplicant, where the WD-NFC-JCard uses the intermediate device only for communication but not to authenticate the remote server. When this communication channel is set up between the WD-NFC-JCard and the remote server, the authentication process starts.

Our proposed authentication protocol is based on the EAP authentication protocol. Since EAP is an authentication framework that does not assume the use of any particular authentication method, we define the specific methods used in our proposed authentication protocol. In addition, the fact that EAP will be running within the WD-NFC-JCard implies that the mobile device does not need to understand the authentication messages (except when its own authentication is also required), but only to forward the messages received in both directions.

As shown Fig. 3, in the WD-NFC-JCard the EAP messages are encapsulated in PPP frames, as explained in [9]. The mapping of the PPP headers with the ISO/IEC 7816-4 commands has been done based on [14]. Finally, the commands are transmitted over the air over 13.56 MHz radio waves between the WD-NFC-JCard and the intermediate device according to the ISO-14443-4 standard [15].

The intermediate device receives and unencapsulates the packets from the WD-NFC-JCARD to the EAP level, and then re-encapsulates and sends them over Internet. If a packet comes from the remote server the encapsulation/unencapsulation process is the exact opposite. The accounting, authorization, and authentication (AAA) protocol is used to exchange the authentication messages between the intermediate device and the remote server.

Finally, the remote server unencapsulates the different protocols until it can retrieve the authentication information encapsulated by the EAP protocol.
**AUTHENTICATION METHODS**

We used two different authentication methods in our proposed authentication protocol. First, a method to authenticate the intermediate device and the WD-NFC-JCard is defined. Then a method to authenticate the WD-NFC-JCard and the remote server is defined. In both cases, it should be taken into account that:

- The certificates used in our system are based on the X509v3 standard. Since our authentication methods are algorithm-independent, the size of the certificates would depend mainly on the specific algorithm and key length\(^2\) chosen.
- We describe the cryptographic operations (encrypt, decrypt, sign, verify) that should be performed in each case, but we do not specify the particular algorithm to be used. Any algorithm supported by the smartcard can be chosen depending on the application needs.

**Intermediate Device — WD-NFC-JCard Authentication**

In this case, the holder of the wearable device is responsible for registering the trusted intermediate device with the WD-NFC-JCard. To do so, pairing the intermediate device with the WD-NFC-JCard is performed using the imprinting mechanism described in [3]. The necessary steps to establish this link between the intermediate device and the WD-NFC-JCard are shown in Fig. 4:

1. NFC communication between the WD-NFC-JCard and the intermediate device is established.
2. If the WD-NFC-JCard has not been paired with any intermediate device before, a pairing process is automatically started by the WD-NFC-JCard by sending a pairing request.
3. The intermediate device sends some unique identifiable information to the WD-NFC-JCard (e.g., its international mobile equipment identity [IMEI], medium access control [MAC], and processor model for a smartphone).
4. The WD-NFC-JCard stores the data received from the intermediate device and creates a pair of private and public keys.
5. A public key certificate (PKC) and a digital signature of the received data are sent from the WD-NFC-JCard to the intermediate device.
6. Finally, the intermediate device verifies the digital signature received, and if everything is correct, the certificate is stored, and a confirmation message is sent to the WD-NFC-JCard.

If the holder of the wearable device wants to link another device in the future, the holder should remove the data stored in the WD-NFC-JCard associated with the old intermediate device and then start the pairing process with the new intermediate device.

**WD-NFC-JCard — Remote Server Authentication**

In future communications, if a WD-NFC-JCard wants to authenticate the intermediate device as a trusted one, it can use the EAP method described in Fig. 5. The steps to be followed during this authentication method, which we have called Wearable Device Intermediate Device (WBIID), are:

1. A communication channel is established between the WD-NFC-JCard and the intermediate device through NFC using PPP configuration messages.
2. The WD-NFC-JCard sends the intermediate device an EAP Authentication message indicating that it wants to start an authentication process.
3. The intermediate device sends an EAP Request message to the WD-NFC-JCard to start the authentication procedure. Within the request, the intermediate device includes a random number encrypted with the public key of the WD-NFC-JCard.
4. The WD-NFC-JCard decrypts the received message and sends an EAP Response to the intermediate device with the number received.
5. If the received number is correct, the intermediate device confirms this with the WD-NFC-JCard.
6. Next, the WD-NFC-JCard sends an EAP Request message to the intermediate device in order to start the authentication procedure in the other direction.
7. The intermediate device sends an EAP Response message to the WD-NFC-JCard with its unique identifiable information (IMEI, MAC, and processor model for a smartphone) encrypted with the WD-NFC-JCard's public key.
8. Finally, the WD-NFC-JCard decrypts the received message and verifies that the data corresponds to that of the intermediate device paired in the imprinting process. If it is correct, the WD-NFC-JCard confirms this with the intermediate device. As a result, both devices have been mutually authenticated.

\(^2\) As a guide for choosing the key length, we recommend following “NIST Special Publication 800-57: Recommendation for Key Management.”
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phase of mutual authentication. The EAP name chosen for this authentication method is wearable device remote server (WDRS). It is based on a double challenge-response in four rounds. The general steps (as shown in Fig. 6) to perform this authentication are as follows:

1. A communication channel is established between the WD-NFC-JCard and the intermediate device through NFC using PPP configuration messages.
2. The WD-NFC-JCard sends an EAP Authentication message to the intermediate device indicating that it wants to start an authentication process with a remote server.
3. The intermediate device sends an EAP Request message to the WD-NFC-JCard allowing it to start the authentication process.
4. The WD-NFC-JCard sends an EAP Response message, including its certificate ID, to the remote server via the intermediate device.
5. The intermediate device encapsulates this message and sends it to the remote server.
6. The remote server generates a random number, rS, and initiates the wearable device authentication process by sending a response, including rS, to the WD-NFC-JCard via the intermediate device.
7. The intermediate device unencapsulates the EAP packet received from the remote server and forwards it to the WD-NFC-JCard.
8. The WD-NFC-JCard generates a random number rC and encrypts rS with its private key. Finally, it encapsulates rC and sign (rS) in an EAP Response and sends it to the remote server via the intermediate device.
9. The intermediate device encapsulates this message and forwards it to the remote server.
10. The remote server checks the correctness of the digital signature received. If it is correct, the WD-NFC-JCard is authenticated. Next, it encrypts rC with its private key and encapsulates this digital signature in an EAP Request packet, which is sent to the WD-NFC-JCard through the intermediate device.
11. The intermediate device unencapsulates the EAP packet received from the remote server and sends it to the WD-NFC-JCard.
12. The WD-NFC-JCard checks to see if the digital signature over rC is correct. If it is, the remote server has also been authenticated. Finally, the WD-NFC-JCard sends an EAP SUCCESS message to the remote server via the intermediate device to inform the remote server that the mutual authentication has been successful.
13. The intermediate device encapsulates this message and forwards it to the remote server.

**Security Evaluation**

In this section we evaluate our proposed authentication protocol, which supports three main functionalities.

The first functionality is related to the imprinting of the WD-NFC-JCard and the intermediate device. Since the WD-NFC-JCard and the intermediate device do not yet know each other, the owner of the WD-NFC-JCard is responsible for starting this phase with the appropriate devices. This process is protected against eavesdropping attacks by the short-range distance and physical properties of NFC communications.

Once the imprinting process has been executed, the devices will share unique identifiable data between them, which will allow them to mutually authenticate in the future using the second WBID functionality. In this process the intermediate device identity is protected by previously exchanged identifiable data (IMEI, MAC, and processor model for a smartphone), while the identity of the WD-NFC-JCard is protected by the proof of possession of the private key related to its digital certificate. Both mechanisms together prevent the possibility of spoofing attacks. Also, as in the imprinting process, the integrity of the communication is protected by the physical properties of NFC communications.

The third functionality of our protocol is WDAS, which is related to the mutual authentication of the WD-NFC-JCard and the remote server. In this case, both identities are protected...
Our proposed protocol is based on a digital signature scheme with a challenge-response mechanism used to authenticate the different entities present in the system. Our proposed authentication protocol is not only secure, but flexible enough to provide different levels of protection based on the sensitivity of the information handled.

by proof of possession of the private keys related to their digital certificates. Authentication and integrity are therefore provided by digitally signing the exchanged messages. However, the possibility of using an untrusted intermediate device should be clarified. Two possible scenarios arise:

• Although untrustworthy, the intermediate device forwards the packets between the WD-NFC-JCard and the remote server. In this scenario the authentication protocol can carry out the mutual authentication of the involved parties in a secure way.

• Another scenario occurs when the untrustworthy intermediate device refuses to forward the packets between the WD-NFC-JCard and the remote server. In this case, the intermediate device cannot break the security of our authentication protocol (it is not possible to successfully authenticate a party without the necessary credentials); however, it can prevent communication between the involved parties. In this case, the WD-NFC-JCard should find another intermediate device willing to forward the communication.

In relation to the operation and storage of credentials, the use of a smart card increases their security in comparison with a non-hardware-based solution. However, smart cards are not unbreakable, and their resilience against some attacks, such as the side channel attack [16], should be taken into account when choosing the specific one to be used.

Finally, although our protocol is initially focused on authentication, it could easily be extended to include the exchange of a session key that allows the establishment of a secure channel to protect the data in transit.

CONCLUSION

Secure authentication has not received much attention in the area of wearable devices. However, from our point of view and because of the sensitivity of the information handled by wearable devices, authentication should be an essential service that any wearable device should provide.

With this in mind, in this article we have presented an authentication protocol for wearable devices that allows a secure mutual authentication between a wearable device and any other entity to be performed. Our proposed protocol is based on a digital signature scheme with a challenge-response mechanism used to authenticate the different entities present in the system. Our proposed authentication protocol is not only secure, but flexible enough to provide different levels of protection based on the sensitivity of the information handled.
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